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A necessary and sufficient condition is given that the asymptotic Taylor expan-
 .sion for a distribution for an ultradistribution is the Taylor series convergent in
 .the space of distributions of ultradistributions . Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
wAfter the first ideas of the asymptotic behaviour of distributions 1, 11,
x12, 19, 23 , in recent years asymptotic expansions have become a very
successful tool. They can help to understand the local and global be-
haviour of a generalized function. Applications of such results can be
found in numerous papers related to different problems. We have listed
 w x.some of them in the references see 2, 4]9, 13]20, 22, 23 .
w xRecently Estrada and Kanwal 5]9 published interesting results in this
direction which have found applications in various fields of pure and
applied mathematics, physics, and engineering. Also these papers have
encouraged much new research. Let us mention some of it.
The problem of moments, to give necessary and sufficient conditions for
 4a sequence of numbers m to be moment sequence of a generalizedn
  n:. w x  .function T m s T , t , was already solved in 9 for the space E 9 R .n
Quite recently it was also solved for ultradistributions with compact
 w x. w xsupports see 3 . As it is observed in 8, p. 237 , although we know the
 4generalized function which characterizes the sequence m , the conver-n
gence of the dual Taylor series
`
n n.y1 m d x rn! 1 .  .  . n
ns0
remains open.
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w xIn the paper 4 just published one can find the connection between the
 .moment asymptotic expansion for the distributional solution y x of the
ordinary differential equation with polynomial coefficients and the dual
 .Taylor series of the form 1 , solution of the same equation.
Our paper can also be added to this list of results, completing them in a
sense.
Estrada and Kanwal started by considering the asymptotic Taylor expan-
sion for distributions, some of its generalizations, and their applications.
This treatise suggested a very natural question: What is the necessary and
sufficient condition that the asymptotic Taylor expansion for a distribution f is
the Taylor series for f , con¨ergent in D9? Estrada and Kanwal considered
 w x.some special cases see 5; 8, Chaps. 3 and 6 .
w xIn 5, p. 299; 8, p. 92 one can find the following discussion.
 .If f is real analytic and f g E 9 R , then
` n. :f x , f x .  .
n :f x q e , f x s e .  .  n!ns0
becomes a convergent series.
Also, observe that the convergence results cannot be considered in D
since no function of D is real-analytic. In spaces like S , K, etc., we need
f not only to be real-analytic but also to admit an analytic extension to a
< <strip of the form Im z - r.
In this paper we give an answer to the proposed question not only for
distributions but for ultradistributions, as well. Our answer points out the
interest for the asymptotic Taylor expansion for generalized functions.
2. PRELIMINARIES
 . nWe use the conventional notation: x s x , . . . , x g R , k s1 n
 . n   4. < < kk , . . . , k g N s N j 0 , k s k q ??? qk , k!s k ! . . . k !, x s1 n 0 1 n 1 n
x k1 ??? x k n; Dk s ­ k1r­ x k1 ??? ­ k nr­ x k n, f k . s Dk f if f has demanded1 n 1 n
 . n  . derivatives; z s z , . . . , z g C , B a, r denotes the polydisc z g1 n
n < < 4 < < 2 2 2C ; z y a - r , i s 1, . . . , n , where z s x q y , z s x q iy g C.1 i i j j j j j j
 n.The notation related to the space of distributions, D9 R s D9, is the
 w x.same as in the standard textbooks see, for example, 18 . With regard to
w xultradistributions, we use the notation and definitions as in 10 . Let us
repeat some of them which are used throughout this paper.
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 4By M ; p g N we denote a sequence of positive numbers satisfyingp 0
the following conditions: M s M s 1 and0 1
M1 M 2 F M M , p g N ; . p py1 pq1
M2 M r M M F AB p , p g N ; 0 F q F p; .  .p q pyq 0 2 .
`
M3 M rM F ApM rM , p g N , .  qy1 q p pq1
qspq1
where A and B are constants independent of p.
 4Let u be a positive number and u a sequence of positive numbersp
which increases to `. We denote by Hp
u p , for the ultradifferentiable functions of class M .p
H sp  u ??? u , for the ultradifferentiable functions of class M . 41 p p
3 .
D H p M p denotes the Banach space of all f g D such thatK K
< k . < < <sup f x rH M ª 0, as k ª ` . < k < < k <
xgK
with the norm
< k . <q f s sup f x rH M , .  .H M < k < < k <p p
< <xgK , k gN0
where K is a compact set in R n. Then the definitions of the basic spaces
are given by
DM p. s proj lim D u p M p , DM p4 s ind lim D u p M p ,K K K K
uª0 uª0
D* s ind lim DU ,K
K;;V
 .  4where ) denotes either M or M . D9* is the dual space of D*. Anp p
operator of the form
`
kP D s a D , a g C , .  k k
< <k s0
 .   4.is called the ultradifferential operator of class M of class M if therep p
 .are constants L and C for every L ) 0 there is a constant C such that
< < < k < < <a F CL rM , k g N .k < k < 0
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w x  .  .THEOREM A 10 . Let the sequence M satisfy conditions M1 , M2 ,p
 .  .and M3 . For a gi¨ en H from 3 and a compact neighbourhood Q of zerop
n  .in R there exist an ultradifferential operator P D of class ) and two
functions f g C`, w g DU such thatQ
P D f s d q w , .
< k . < < <supp f ; Q, sup f x rH M ª 0, k ª `. . < k < < k <
xgQ
3. MAIN RESULT
w xEstrada and Kanwal 5 defined the asymptotic Taylor expansion in one
and in several variables as follows
DEFINITION A. If f g D9, then for a fixed y g R n and e g R
` kD f x . kf x q e y ; e y , as e ª 0, 4 .  .  . k!< <k s0
which means that for any function w g D and for any N g N we have
N k :D f x , w x .  . k Nq1 :f x q e y , w x s e y q O e , 5 .  .  .  .  . k!< <k s0
as e ª 0.
 .  .We know that 4 holds for any f g D9. The formal series in 4 is called
 4the asymptotic Taylor expansion for f on the straight line hy; h g R . Let
us remark that Definition A also defines the S-asymptotics shift asymp-
.  4totics expansion of f at zero on the straight line hy; h g R . For the
w xS-asymptotic expansion of a distribution see, for example, 2, 20 .
It is easy to extend Definition A to ultradistributions. We have only in
the text of this definition D9* and D* instead of D9 and D, respectively.
Definition A opens the question: What do we have to suppose on the
 .distribution on the ultradistribution f that the asymptotic Taylor expan-
 .sion 4 for f becomes its Taylor series? That means that there exists
 .  .e / 0 such that the series in 4 converges in D9 in D9* , where y / 0,i
i s 1, . . . , n.
 .THEOREM. The asymptotic Taylor expansion for f g D9 f g D9* on the
 4straight line hy; h g R , where y / 0, i s 1, . . . , n, is the Taylor seriesi
 .  .con¨ergent in D9 in D9* if and only if there exists an r s r , . . . , r ,1 n
r ) 0, i s 1, . . . , n, such that f is gi¨ en by a real analytic function which cani
 n < < 4be extended as a holomorphic function on z g C ; Im z - r , i s 1, . . . , n .i i
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 .  .Proof. Suppose that f g D9 f g D9* and that w g D w g D* . Then
 : nf x q e y , w x s f )w e y , y g R , e g R 6 .  .  .  .  .Ï
and
f )w e y q y s f t )w t y y e y , y , y g R n , 7 .  .  .  .  .  . .Ï Ï0 0 0
 .  .where ) is the sign of convolution and w t y y s w yt y y .Ï 0 0
wIn the sequel we shall use the following results proved in 18, Chap. VI,
xTheorem XXIV; 21, Theorem 1 :
 .THEOREM B. f g D9 f g D9* is defined by a real analytic function if
 .and only if f )w is real analytic for e¨ery w g D w g D* .
 .Since the shift operator maps D into D D* into D* it follows from
 .  .7 that if for every w g D w g D* , f )w can be written in a Taylor
 .series convergent in the polydisc B 0, r , where r depends on w, then forw w
a fixed w g D, f )w defines a real analytic function.
 .Suppose that there exists r s r , . . . , r , r ) 0, i s 1, . . . , n such that f1 n i
 n < < 4is holomorphic in z g C ; Im z - r , i s 1, . . . , n . Then its Taylor seriesi i
 . n  X X .converges in B a, r for every a g R . Therefore for every r 9 s r , . . . , r ,1 n
0 - rX - r , i s 1, . . . , n and every compact set K ; R n, by the characteri-i i
zation of a real analytic function,
k k .< < < <1rr9 G sup f x r k! , k G n K . .  .  .  .0
xgK
Now it is easy to prove that
` k .f x . kr 0 8 .  . k!< <k s0
 . Y Xconverges in D9 in D9* for any r 0, 0 - r - r , i s 1, . . . , n. It is enoughi i
to prove that
N k .f x . klim r 0 , w x .  . ;k!Nª` < <k s0
N
kk .s lim f x r k! w x dx r 0 - `, .  .  .  . H
nNª` R< <k s0
w g D w g D9* . 9 .  .
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 .Since for every w g D w g D*
ykk . < < < <f x r k! w x F r 9 w x dx , k G n K , .  .  .  .  .  .H H 0N NR R
 . Yseries 9 converges for every r 0, 0 - r - r . Consequently, there existsi i
< <  .  .e / 0 such that 0 - e y - r and that series 4 converges in D9 in D9* .i i
 .  .Suppose now that the series 4 converges in D9 in D9* for a fixed
n  .y g R and a fixed e ) 0. Then for every w g D w g D9*
` k :D f x , w x .  . kye . k!< <k s0
 .is a convergent series in the polydisc B 0, r , where r s y e , i s 1, . . . , n.i i
 .  . .  n < <By 7 , f )w z is a holomorphic function on z g C ; Im z - r , i si i
41, . . . , n . By Theorem B, f is defined by a real analytic function, as well.
The continuation of the proof is not the same for f g D9 and f g D9*;
we have to proceed regarding two cases.
w  .xCase f g D9. By 18, VI, 6; 22
f s Dk gE) f y ¨ ) f , 10 .  .  .
where D is the Laplacian, ¨ g D, k is large enough, and such that for a
fixed m, gE g D m, V is a relative compact neighbourhood of zero.V
By the property of f )w, we just proved, it follows that for every w g D
n < k . . . <  k .and for every y g R there exist M ) 0 such that f )w y r k!r 90 0
n w xF M, where k g N and 0 - r 9 - r. By 18, Chap. VI, Theorem XXII0
there exists m G 0 such that this inequality is also true if w s w g D m,Ä V
where V is a relative compact neighbourhood of zero. Consequently it
 .  .follows that f )w is a holomorphic function in B y , r . By 10 , f is alsoÄ 0
 . nholomorphic in B y , r for every y g R .0 0
w xCase f g D9*. Following the proof of Theorem 1 in 21 one can
< k . . < < .k . . <  .kconclude that if D f )w y s f )w y F Ck! r 9 , where w g0 0
n  .D* and k g N , then there exists H from 3 such that the same0 p
Ä H p M p Ä H p M pinequality holds for w s w g D , where D is the completion ofÄ K K
DU under the norm q . Therefore f )w is a holomorphic function inÄK H Mp p
 .B y , r .0
By Theorem A
f s P D w) f q f )w , 11 .  .  .Ä
U Ä H p M p  .where w g D and w g D ; Q is a neighbourhood of zero. From 11ÄQ Q
 .it follows now that f is holomorphic in B y , r for every y g R, as well.0 0
Remark. The results of this theorem can be useful for applications of
asymptotic Taylor series and for the formal series of Dirac delta functions.
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